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Genesis Project Demo



Prior to Khan

State of the art in computer animation:

• Static objects

• Primitive surface elements (e.g. 
polygons)

• Deterministic

• Simple affine transformations



Prior to Khan

State of the art in computer animation:

• Smooth surfaces

• Well-defined

• Shiny surfaces



“Fuzzy” Objects

• Clouds, smoke, water, fire

• Irregular, ill-defined, complex

• Dynamic

• Fluid



Representation of 
“fuzzy” objects

1. Cloud of primitive particles that define its 
volume.

2. Particles are born, move, change form, 
and die over time.

3. Stochastic processes.



Advantages of particles

Simpler than polygons

• easier and faster to compute

• easier to motion-blur

Model is procedural and random

• less human modeling required

Particle systems are “alive”

• more natural way to represent dynamic motion 
than polygons



High level view

• System is collection of many of tiny 
particles.  (25,000–750,00 in sample 
frames.)

• Over time, particles are added to the 
system, move and change, and then are 
removed from the system.



On each frame...
1. New particles are “born” into the system.

2. Each new particle is assigned its own individual, 
random attributes.

3. Any particles that are too old “die” and are 
removed from the system.

4. Remaining particles move and are transformed 
according to their attributes.

5. Image is rendered to frame buffer.



Particle generation

For entire frame

NPartsf = MeanPartsf + Rand() * VarPartsf 

For smaller screen area
NPartsf = (MeanPartssaf + Rand() * VarPartssaf)
          * ScreenArea

(Uniformly distributed over a range.)



Grow/shrink in intensity

Vary mean over entire frame

MeanPartsf = InitMeanParts
           + DeltaMeanParts * (f - f0)

Vary mean for smaller screen area

MeanPartssaf = InitMeanPartssa
                  + DeltaMeanPartssa * (f - f0)



Particle attributes

For each new particle, must determine:

• initial position

• initial velocity

• initial size

• initial color

• initial transparency

• shape

• lifetime



Initial position

• sphere

• circle

• rectangle

• etc.
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Fig. 1. Typical particle system with spherical generation shape. 

The generation shape of a particle system also describes the initial direction in 

which new particles move. In a spherical generation shape, particles move 

outward away from the origin of the particle system. In a circular or rectangular 

shape, particles move upward from the x-y  plane, but are allowed to vary from 

the vertical according to an "ejection" angle, which is another parameter (see 

Figure 3). The initial speed of a particle is determined by 

Init ialSpeed = MeanSpeed  + Rand{ ) x VarSpeed, 

where MeanSpeed and VarSpeed are two other parameters of the particle system, 

the mean speed and its variance. 

To determine a particle's initial color, a particle system is given an average 

color, 1 and the maximum deviation from that color. Particle transparency and 

particle size are also determined by mean values and maximum variations. The 

equations are similar to the one given above for initial speed. 

A particle system has a parameter that  specifies the shape of each of the 

particles it generates. The particle shapes implemented so far are spherical, 

rectangular, and streaked spherical. The latter is used to motion-blur particles-- 

a very important feature when modeling fast-moving objects. We discuss streaking 

particles in more detail in Sections 2.5 and 3. 

The number of possible attribute control parameters and their variants is 

endless. We are presenting those that  we have found to be most useful and 

interesting. 

2.3 Particle Dynamics 

Individual particles within a particle system move in three-dimensional space and 

also change over time in color, transparency, and size. 

1 In more detail, average red, green, and blue values are specified. 
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Initial settings

Initial speed was uniformly distributed:
InitialSpeed = MeanSpeed + Rand() * VarSpeed

Color, size, transparency set the same 
way.



Particle dynamics
• To move a particle, just add 

its velocity vector to its 
position.

• Can simulate gravity by 
using an acceleration 
factor.

• Color, transparency, size 
controlled by similar rate-
of-change parameters.

• Everything is completely 
deterministic.
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Fig. 3. F o r m  of an  exp los ion - l ike  pa r t i c l e  s y s t e m .  

parameters ,  but  varied stochastically.  Varying the mean  velocity p a r a m e t e r  

caused the explosions to be of different heights. 

All particles genera ted by the second-level particle sys tems  were p redomina te ly  

red in color with a touch of green. Recall  f rom Section 2.5 tha t  part icles are 

t rea ted  as point  light sources and tha t  colors are added, not  mat ted ,  into a pixel. 

When  m a n y  particles covered a pixel, as was the case near  the center  and base  of 

each explosion, the red componen t  was quickly c lamped at  full in tensi ty  and the 

green componen t  increased to a point  where the result ing color was orange and 

even yellow. Thus,  the hear t  of the explosion had a hot  yel low-orange glow which 

faded off to shades  of red elsewhere. Actually, a small  blue componen t  caused 

pixels covered by very m a n y  part icles to appear  white. The  ra te  a t  which a 

part icle 's  color changed s imulated the cooling of a glowing piece of some hypo-  

thetical  material .  The  green and blue components  dropped off quickly, and the  

red followed at  a slower rate. Part icles  were killed when their  l ifetime expired, 

when their  intensi ty fell below the min i m um intensi ty  parameter ,  or if they  

happened  to fall below the surface of the planet.  

A quickly moving object  leaves a blurred image on the ret ina of the h u m a n  

eye. When  a mot ion picture camera  is used to film live action at 24 f rames  per  

second, the camera  shu t te r  typically remains  open for 1/50 of a second. The  

image captured  on a f rame is actual ly an integrat ion of approx imate ly  half  the 

mot ion tha t  occurred between successive frames. An object  moving quickly 

appears  blurred in the individual still frames. Compu te r  an imat ion  has  tradit ion- 

ally imaged scenes as individual instants  in t ime and has  ignored mot ion  blur. 

The  resulting mot ion  often exhibits t empora l  aliasing and strobing effects tha t  

are disconcerting to the h u m a n  eye. Motion blur is a complex topic tha t  is 

beginning to appear  in the l i terature [7, 12]. 

The  particles in our wall-of-fire e lement  are motion-blurred.  Three-d imens iona l  

positions are calculated for a particle at  the beginning of a f rame and abou t  

halfway through the frame, and an antial iased s t ra ight  line is drawn be tween the 
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Particle extinction

• Remove particles that exceed lifetime.

• Can also remove particles that stray 
outside a window.



Particle rendering
They made 2 assumptions to simplify things:

1. Particles don’t intercept other objects.

• They’re composited in later.

• Added “glow” on planet from the fire with an 
additional light source.

2. Each particle is a point light source.

• No hidden surfaces.

• Each particle contributes to the color of the pixel it 
covers.



Particle hierarchy
• Maintain a tree of particle 

systems.

• Allows more global control over 
system.

• In Genesis Demo:

• Top level was point of 
impact

• Particles it generates are 
themselves other particle 
systems.
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D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  p a r t i c l e  s y s t e m s  o n  t h e  p l a n e t ' s  s u r f a c e .  

The  number  of new particle systems generated in each ring was based on the 

circumference of the ring and a controlling density parameter .  New particle 

systems were spaced randomly around the ring. Part icle systems overlapping 

others in the same or adjacent  rings gave the ring a solid, continuous look. 

The  second-level particle systems began generating particles at varying t imes 

on the basis of their  distance from the point  of impact.  By varying the start ing 

times of the particle systems, the effect of an expanding wall of fire was produced.  

The  second-level particle systems were modeled to look like explosions. Figure 

3 shows an example. Th e  generation shape was a circle on the surface of the 

planet. Each particle system was oriented so tha t  particles, generated at  r andom 

positions within the circle, flew upward away from the planet 's  surface. T he  

initial direction of the particles'  movement  was constrained by the system's 

ejection angle to fall within the region bounded by the inverted cone shown in 

Figure 3. As particles flew upward, the gravity pa ramete r  pulled them back down 

to the planet 's  surface, giving them a parabolic motion path. T he  number  of 

particles generated per frame was based on the amount  of screen area covered by 

the particle system. 

The  individual particle systems were not  identical. The i r  average color and the 

rates at which the colors changed were inheri ted from the paren t  particle system, 

but  varied stochastically. T he  initial mean  velocity, generat ion circle radius, 

ejection angle, mean  particle size, mean  lifetime, mean  particle generation rate, 

and mean particle t ransparency parameters  were also based on their  parent ' s  
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Motion blur
• Computer animation up to then generally 

produced static images at an instant in time.  This 
can lead to aliasing and strobing.

• They motion-blurred the particles:

• Calculate position at start of frame and half way 
through.

• Draw an antialiased line between points.

• Stills look blurry but video looks better.



Other applications
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Fig. 11. M u l t i c o l o r e d  f i reworks .  

4.2 Line Drawing Explosions 

Particle sys tems are being used to model  exploding objects  in a computer -  

s imulated tactical display for a scene f rom the movie  Return of the Jedi [8]. In 

this case, the particle sys tems are implemen ted  on a l ine-drawing display. In 

order to s imulate  mot ion blur, the particles are drawn as very  small  s t ra ight  lines 

instead of as points. The  texturing effects tha t  are evident  in the  previous 

examples  are lost on a line-drawing display, and yet  the mot ion  still looks real  

and the sequence gives the viewer the impress ion tha t  something  is exploding. 

This  is because the model  is d y n a m i c - - i t  moves  well. 

4.3 Grass 

To model  grass, we use an explosive type of particle system, similar  to t ha t  used 

in the Genesis Effect. Ins tead  of drawing part icles as little streaks,  the parabol ic  

t ra jec tory  of each particle over  its entire lifetime is drawn. Thus,  the t ime-domain  

mot ion of the particle is used to make  a static shape.  Grasslike green and dark  

green colors are assigned to the part icles which are shaded  on the basis of the 

scene's light sources. Each  particle becomes  a simple represen ta t ion  of a blade of 

grass and the particle sys tem as a whole becomes  a c lump of grass. Part icle  

sys tems randomly  placed on a surface and overlapping one ano the r  are used to 

model a bed or pa tch  of grass. 

Figure 12 is a picture enti t led white.sand by Alvy R a y  Smi th  of Lucasfilm. T h e  

grass e lements  of this image were genera ted  as described above.  T h e  plant  
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Fig. 12. white.sand. 

elements  were genera ted using a part ial ly s tochast ic  technique similar  to part icle 

systems.  

5. ONGOING RESEARCH IN PARTICLE SYSTEMS 

A logical extension of this research will be to use particle sys tems  to model  fuzzy 

objects in which the individual part icles can not  be rendered  as point  light 

sources, bu t  mus t  be rendered  as individual l ight-reflecting objects.  

To  this end, we have  begun to invest igate the model ing of clouds. Clouds are 

difficult for several  reasons.  First, the shape  and form of clouds are complex, 

depending on m a n y  factors  such as wind direction, t empera tu re ,  terrain,  and 

humidity.  The  a tmospher ic  l i terature  abounds  with cloud models  t ha t  are s imple 

in concept  but  computa t ional ly  difficult, since mos t  are based on par t ia l  differ- 

ential equations. Second, clouds are difficult because  they  can throw shadows on 

themselves.  This  p roper ty  is very impor t an t  in making  a cloud look like a cloud. 

Third, the number  of part icles needed to model  a cloud will be very large. Th is  

will require an efficient rendering algori thm. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

We have  presented particle systems,  a me thod  for the  model ing of a class of fuzzy 

objects, and have  shown how they  were used in making  the fire e lement  of the 

Genesis D e m o  sequence for the  movie  S tar  Trek  H: The  W r a t h  o f  Khan.  Part ic le  

sys tems have  been used as a modeling tool for o ther  effects and appea r  promising 

for the modeling of p h e n o m e n a  like clouds and smoke.  
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Future directions

Clouds

• difficult to model

• can throw shadows on themselves

• very large number of particles

Water

More sophisticated motion-blur


